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In Japan, a large amount of social capital was put in place in the era of post-war high economic growth, so much civil 
engineering infrastructure such as tunnels, bridges, waterworks and sewers, and electrical and gas lines is starting to deteriorate 
with age.  This is producing concerns about decline in safety and increase in maintenance and management costs.  Also, the 
number of engineers is decreasing rapidly with the decline in the working age (15 to 64) population, and an increase in cases 
of sloppy construction and decline in technical ability has been pointed out.

Meanwhile, in the area of ICT, innovations are continuing in technologies for artificial intelligence (AI), virtual reality 
(VR), Internet of Things (IoT), and more.  And there are expectations for innovation to be created by utilizing those 
technologies to make worksite duties more efficient in areas such as inspection, maintenance, and management, to support 
decision-making by engineers related to diagnosis and repair, to make management more advanced, and more.

In light of this situation, some of Japan’s top infrastructure companies and the University of Tokyo Interfaculty Initiative 
in Information Studies established the “Research Initiative for Advanced Infrastructure with ICT” Social Tie-ups program 
(hereinafter, “the program”) at the University of Tokyo in 2009.  Joint research is being conducted in 1. Advancement 
of facility management by utilizing ICT and 2. Technical support/technology transfer by utilizing information. In this 
program, research meetings and the like are also held for the purpose of creating new value by merging seeds and needs, 
technology and operation, and theory and practice and for cross-disciplinary industry-government-university human and 
intellectual networks in public works management and information technology. 

This article gives an overview of joint research in the second stage of the program where the hot topics of AI and 
machine learning are applied to maintenance and management of infrastructure as an effort in advancing infrastructure 
by information technology.  It also gives an overview of research conducted jointly with East Japan Railway Company in 
making track bed repair planning more efficient.
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1. Introduction
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In order to develop management of infrastructure facilities with ICT and to create new business with infrastructure innovation 
utilizing ICT intelligent platforms, we are working on the following two subjects of research.  The first one is rationalization of 
inspection and maintenance work utilizing data analysis of inspection data, sensor monitoring data, etc. and sophistication of 
facility management such as improving efficiency of work by utilizing ICT equipment.  The second is establishing a mechanism 
of technical support and technology transfer based on codified knowledge of manuals, etc. and tacit knowledge of experts to 
support technical judgments on infrastructure management. The results of research in the last fiscal year show that it is possible 
to estimate the soundness of the structures, to extract sections requiring caution, and to judge the damage by using data analysis 
of various methods of past inspection data of bridges, tunnels, and railroad track beds.  We plan to study strategies to utilize data 
analysis in the fields of inspection, diagnosis, repair, and record visualization in infrastructure maintenance.
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  2. Overview of Joint Research in Social Tie-ups Program (Second Stage)

In the second stage of the program, we conducted research on making inspection/diagnosis and other infrastructure 
maintenance and management more efficient and advanced (hereinafter, “the research”).  This was done by applying machine 
learning models to infrastructure-related data held by program members Metropolitan Expressway Company Limited, Tokyo 
Metro Co., Ltd., TEPCO Power Grid, Inc., East Nippon Expressway Company Limited, East Japan Railway Company, and 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation.

From the point of “making infrastructure maintenance and management utilizing data more efficient and advanced”, the 
companies have the same research theme, but the infrastructure (road, railway, electrical, etc.) held by each company differs.  
Moreover, internal operating rules and the like depend on the services and internal organization, so business-related objectives 
demanded in data analysis and how analysis results are seen differed by company. At the same time, there were many similar parts 
in structures to be managed (bridges, tunnels, etc.), such as design standards and management criteria, deterioration phenomena, 
and repair methods.  Thus, by comparing their research results in a cross-disciplinary manner, we are able to notice new things 
and create a highly versatile model common to the individual companies. The following was conducted in this research. 

For the process from data analysis to utilization, a 
general framework in data analysis was adopted and all 
companies analyzed by the same process.  Specifically, 
the process involves four stages (Fig. 1).  Those stages are 
“Understand duties and data” where achievement targets 
such as business reform and risk reduction are set and 
analysis targets that contribute to meeting those targets 
are set; “Prepare and compile data” where content of 
data received from the companies is understood and data 
cleansing, modification, and the like in a form according 
to analysis targets is conducted; “Analyze data” where 
relationship between data is visualized and characteristics 
identified and useful knowledge is extracted from data by 
statistical analysis methods; and “Interpret and evaluate” where data analysis results are interpreted and evaluated from a 
perspective of analysis targets and use in business and that is fed back to analysis and the like.

The four stages are covered in detail as follows.  In “Understand duties and data”, achievement targets and analysis targets 
are set based on issues the individual companies see as being important while taking into consideration restrictions from 
data held (Table 1). In “Prepare and compile data”, data needs to be modified into an appropriate form while maintaining 
quality of data to be analyzed, but data on infrastructure maintenance and management held by the individual companies is 
seldom of the quality necessary for analysis.  It is often manually registered by workers and issues such as tacit knowledge for 
business existing in values, values being registered in a form different from that specified, or expression of values fluctuating 
need to be dealt with. 

Also, usable analysis results cannot be gained without, after performing such basic fixes, arranging data according 
to purpose of analysis.  Such arrangement includes selecting explanatory variables that fit the worksite and engineering 
knowledge, categorizing and tabulating values according to management units in duties, and merging multiple leger data 
tables.  In particular, generation of appropriate data is key to producing useful results because the volume of data related to 
infrastructure maintenance and management is small compared to that of marketing.  In “Analyze data”, the analysis method 

Fig. 1  Data Analysis Process
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Table 1  Company-specific Achievement Targets and Analysis Target Setting

Achievement target Analysis target Area

Company 
A

Proposal for simplification of tunnel inspection method 
(study on cable back side damage identification)

Estimate damage to cable back side based on inspection data of cable back side and area 
confirmable by image, and judge amount of tunnel deformation.

Shield shoreline 
tunnels

Company 
B

Proposal for optimizing inspection cycle (study on 
changing number of inspections according to target 
object)

Analyze trends in progress of deterioration and identify causes based on data of iron cover type, 
installation conditions, etc. to extract characteristics related to speed of deterioration.

Manhole iron 
cover

Company 
C

Preventing overlooking at hammering inspection in 
tunnels and making those inspections more efficient

Extract influencing factors common to multiple railway lines or intrinsic of a line and sections 
needing much caution for upper floor peeling and dropping. Tunnels

Company 
D

Optimization of inspection/repair plan of bridges with 
RC floor slabs (risk reduction)

Build model for estimating damage condition of drain part where there is concern of damage 
that will injure third parties and extract/evaluate judgment performance and influencing factors.

Bridge RC floor 
slabs

Company 
E

Estimation of floor slab soundness and making 
inspection/repair plan proposal more efficient

Build soundness estimation model with higher judgment performance and convincingness 
taking into consideration deterioration mechanism of individual structures.

Bridge RC upper 
constructions

Company 
F

Making track bed condition estimation and repair 
plan proposal more efficient taking into consideration 
characteristics of individual railway lines

Apply track bed repair judgment model built in the past to other lines and evaluate judgement 
performance and explanatory variable convincingness and model versatility. Track bed
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that should be selected differs depending on what to clarify by data analysis (analysis target) and properties (quantitative and 
qualitative) and volume of data used in analysis.  And when considering applying analysis models to worksites, convincingness 
to front-line workers is an important element, so methods such as linear analysis where analysis details can be confirmed even 
though analysis performance is slightly inferior tend to be preferred over methods where analysis details are vague, even if analysis 
performance is good like with deep learning.  In “Interpret and evaluate”, usefulness was evaluated by presenting methods of using 
analysis results in actual business to front-line workers and receiving evaluation from them after certain analysis performance 
is confirmed in “Analyze data” and the effect when applied to business is calculated on the desktop.  And the procedure of 
heightening effectiveness and appropriateness of prediction data and analysis results by feeding back those evaluation results 
to data preparation, data analysis, and the like was followed.  In actuality, multiple types of trials and corrections needed to be 
repeated and hypotheses on methods of use modified while observing analysis results before appropriate combination of data sets 
and analysis methods could be discovered.  Consideration of this “Interpret and evaluate” is currently continuing, and how to 
introduce to actual business and verification of effectiveness are themes for research this fiscal year. 

As a result of proceeding with research in this manner, examples used in actual business are being created.  However, when 
considering introducing data analysis to actual business, it would be a particularly difficult task to imagine the process and 
method of use above from the start, so one would ordinarily want to start on analysis with an image of what the outcome of 
data analysis is and what effects can be expected.  For that reason, in the program, we created a framework for systematically 
organizing analysis results usage plans from perspectives of where and how they are used in order to approach superior 
examples of data analysis from a business viewpoint (Table 2).  In the future, we intent to organize examples of utilizing 
data analysis according to the framework and compile them as well as organize knowledge common to business use, analysis 
models, data coordination, and the like. 

3. Overview of Research on Making Track Bed Repair Planning More Efficient

Next, I will introduce research conducted jointly with East Japan Railway Company in making track bed repair planning 
more efficient.  In current track bed repair work, there is variation between on-site personnel in evaluation of bed deformation 
and issues such as many differences between bed repair plan and actual work and effort needed for correction work.  For 
that reason, the objective of this research is to propose highly accurate bed repair plans and work to reduce work cost and 
risk of deformation occurring taking into account probability values of locations for track repair found by statistical means.  
In fiscal 2017 analysis, 26 items from bed repair results data (bed deformation), track irregularity data (deterioration), 
equipment specification data (specifications), passing vehicle data (operation) for 220,000 cases in a 32 km section were used 
as data to be learned.  For the analysis method, a Mixed Discriminant Prediction with Feature Selection model1) was used.  
This is a discrimination model where the two methods of linear discriminant analysis for quantitative data and Hayashi's 
quantification method type 2 for qualitative data, and it uses the Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS)2) method 
where explanatory variables with little relation to objective variable and collinearity of explanatory variables are excluded to 
find semi-optimum combination of explanatory variables.

As a result of introducing this year’s track irregularity data, specification data, and the like and deriving probability value 
of locations for track bed repair and comparing with correct answer data in a discrimination model made with last year’s 
data, a certain level of discriminant prediction performance (discovery rate 80% or greater, evasion rate 80% or greater) was 
achieved in all eight sets of multiple lines (freight lines, passenger lines) for multiple years (four years of data).  In confirming 
the usefulness of these analysis results with front-line personnel, we received comments such as, “There is a tendency to judge 
track bed repair locations based on surface deformation that engineers can confirm visually, but the discrimination model 
discerns places to conduct track repairs taking into account data other than deformation visible from the surface (track 

Achievement Image ([Business plan/operation], [Criteria/rule/index], [Technical judgment support], [Device/tool], [User/evaluation content])

Worksite 
inspection Worksite duties review (rules) Establishment of inspection 

priority (operation)
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human resources (statistical 
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Diagnosis Judgment/estimation of 
individual damage
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general evaluation indexes/
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Visualization of management 
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soundness (temporal 
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Repair method selection/repair 
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Record 
visualization Identification of line trends Map visualization/GIS 

analysis 
Identification of temporal 

trends Promotion of use of open data Exchange, disclosure, 
utilization of technical data

Table 2  Overall Image of Analysis Results Utilization Plan
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irregularity, specifications, etc.), making it effective as data that engineers can refer to when judging.” and “Combining both 
track bed repair plans and priorities created by the discrimination model may allow for more precise plans to be proposed.”  
In fiscal 2018, we plan to deploy knowhow and models obtained from past research to other lines to confirm usefulness as 
well as introduce research results in a trial manner to work support such as for track bed repair plan proposal, evaluate work 
improvement results, and make improvements toward practical use.  

Similar research is being conducted at infrastructure companies participating in the Social Tie-ups program, and major 
research accomplishments in fiscal 2017 are as follows (Table 3).  For details, see the program’s website (in Japanese).3)

4. Conclusion

Introduction of new technologies such as AI, VR, and IoT is proceeding in the area of infrastructure maintenance and 
management, but technical aspects came first for much of that, and it has not necessarily catch on in business.  Even if 
introduced to business, aspects such as automation of inspection and work, improvement of business efficiency, and cost 
reduction are prominent, and few efforts are seen in creating new value such as new business creation, risk reduction, and 
technical ability improvement. 

In light of that, research achievements of the Social Tie-ups program introduced in this article show promise for creating 
new value such as risk reduction and technical ability improvement in future infrastructure management from a starting point 
of data and machine learning.  The volume of data in infrastructure maintenance and management is small compared to 
that of areas such as marketing, but much is information that holds meaning accumulated through the filter of civil engineer 
knowledge, not just inhuman data.  Therefore, in addition to statistical analysis methods, drawing “auxiliary corridors” by 
knowledge of constructive mechanisms and wisdom such as business knowhow may create new management methods. 

While such technician wisdom and experience is one of the most valuable resources held by infrastructure companies, 
many highly experienced technicians will be leaving the workplace in the next few years.  How to pass on their wisdom and 
experience to the next generation is a pressing and fundamental issue common to companies that will see a 20% decline in 
the working age population.

Tomorrow's value will come out of the issues we are confronting today.  If new technologies such as AI that expresses 
in explicit data implicit understanding as meaningful information can be utilized, instead of just passing down data to the 
next generation, the issue of technicians retiring may be an opportunity for creation of value such as transfer of technology 
and business reform in a developmental manner.  Expectations are held for AI and other new technologies not to replace 
work by humans but to work in cooperation at a high level by interaction with humans.  I would like to see the next 
generation taking the lead in making good use of AI and other new technologies to create new infrastructure maintenance 
and management methods and means by which work proceeds while incorporating the wisdom of highly experienced 
forebearers and knowledge of other companies. 

Reference:
1) Takashi Hasegawa, Yusho Ishikawa, Keita Osanai, Ken-ichi Yoshida, and Atsushi Chida, “Study on Inspection Priority Prediction Method and its 

Evaluation using Railway Facility (Track Bed) Maintenance Data”, IPSJ SIG Technical Report Vol. 2016-IS-138, No. 5 (2016). 
2) Pavel Pudil, et al. “Floating Search Methods in Feature Selection”, Pattern Recognition Letters Vol. 15, No. 11 (1994): 279–283.
3) “Research Initiative for Advanced Infrastructure with ICT” Social Tie-ups program at Interfaculty Initiative in Information Studies, University of 

Tokyo: http://advanced-infra.org/english

Overview of data analysis Target

Company 
A

Judged damage to tunnels from inspection data of area confirmable by wall image for 2,159 rings of shield tunnels.
97.7% of damage detected in confirmation of concentration of damage on tunnel upper surface in “axial cracking” used to evaluate bearing capacity.
94.6 % of damage detected by adding places where water accumulates to explanatory variables with looseness and flaking used to evaluate deterioration. 
Confirmed usefulness of damage judgment from “visible parts”.

Tunnels

Company 
E

Estimated RC floor slab soundness based on data such as inspection management and bridge ledgers for 3,154 spans of 484 bridges.
Whether or not soundness level IV or greater was judged per deterioration mechanism at 91.6% (fatigue), 97.8% (salt damage), and 100% (other), and 
consistency with deterioration mechanism confirmed for items impacted confirmed with result that workers could be convinced.
Estimation results utilized in soundness evaluation work, and more efficient work and prevention of overlooking expected due to omission of 
preparation of evaluation materials.

Bridges

Company 
F

Judged candidate locations for track bed repair based on irregularity, specification, and repair record data for approx. 55,000 sections of 32 km of 
commercial lines.
Applied current year’s data to model built from data of previous year, and as a result of estimating candidates as locations for track bed repair, approx. 
80% corresponded to locations with record of repairs, and similar accuracy achieved with data of three years.
Prevention of overlooking candidates for track repair can be expected in locations of deterioration that cannot be confirmed visually.

Track bed

Table 3  2017 Social Tie-ups Program Major Research Achievements 


